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\section*{Maine Encounters Wildcats on Alumni Field This Saturday}

Bricemen Hope To Hold Strong Granite State Eleven With New Offense; Gowell's Return To Lineup Will Bolster Maine Attack

Although menaced by the loss of such prominent players as Allen Church, Jack Jordan, and Ralph Davis, the University of Maine football team is still a threat to Hampden State as the two teams meet Saturday afternoon. Coaches in both camps held against the second team this week, and both insisted that the second team is better offensive form than it has been all fall. Coaches Briege and Kensey have worked the men hard and have got results. Practice sessions this week were heavier than those that preceded them. The second team will work on several plays against each of the four first plays.

The starting lineup will be as follows: Cecil Horne, left tackle; Eugene Buck, center; Charles Jones, right tackle; Earl Bratt, left end; J. L. Cottrell, right end; James Oatman, fullback. The reserve players are still working on the problems that they have been given this week.
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THE NEW TICKET SYSTEM

Disenchantment among the student body seems to be the only thing that has yet resulted from the new ticket system of distributing football tickets. No doubt the Athletic Board had the interest of the students at heart when they started this new plan. No member of the Athletic Board will receive any benefit from the change in the method of ticket distribution. However, it is possible that the students will be the only ones who will benefit from the changes in the present plan.

The whole situation seems to work down to the point that it will be impossible for the students to get their tickets. To find that these tickets are of very little value to the members of the student body one has only to ask almost any man or woman on the campus. Some will tell you that it is too much trouble to expect them to stand in line and wait. An added touch of the situation is that tickets are very unpopular among the members of the student body only on account of the trouble to which they are being put. Some others who are against every new thing that is tried on the campus. The strongest and most outspoken argument against this is the lack of individualism in the present system. There is a formalism and a lack of freedom that are to be deplored. The present system is one that has been tried and is not expected to work efficiently.

The new system of ticket distribution will result in a better distribution of tickets. The students will be able to get their tickets in a more orderly manner. No doubt the plan will have to eliminate the divisiveness by classes that is employed under the present system. The present system of allotting tickets according to the present system and would make it easier for members of different classes to sit together at the games if they so desired. If the Athletic Board is to succeed in getting seats together. The class distinction measure in the present system will be free to exert their influence on the campus as well as at the games. All members of the Athletic Board will have to cooperate with the student body if they are to get any results.

THE GREAT LITHEUM

"American Flair" is the name of the new literary magazine that is being published this year. It is the first step in the development of the new literary magazine. The new magazine will be in the hands of the students of the University of Maine. The first issue appeared on the campus about who would, and who would not benefit from the change in the present system. No doubt the plan will have to eliminate the divisiveness by classes that is employed under the present system. The present system of allotting tickets according to the present system and would make it easier for members of different classes to sit together at the games if they so desired. If the Athletic Board is to succeed in getting seats together. The class distinction measure in the present system will be free to exert their influence on the campus as well as at the games. All members of the Athletic Board will have to cooperate with the student body if they are to get any results.
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DINE AND DANCE
THE NEW CHATEAU BALL ROOM
Bangor
Thursdays and Saturdays
Roller Skating Men, Toss, and Wed. of Each Week

STUDENTS ATTENTION
For self supporting students desiring fascinating, remunerative work either temporary or permanent, may I suggest that many students of both sexes have earned scholarships and cash sufficient to defray college expenses, representing national magazine publishers. If interested, write or wire for details. M. A. STEELE, National Organizer, 3 Columbia Circle, New York, N. Y.

FREESSE'S MEN'S SHOPS
The Daylight Store
Present Wonderful Values For This Week Only In
MEN'S NEW OVERCOATS, TOPCOATS, SUITS
70 MEN'S FALL SUITS
Made to sell
$35
5000, 6500, 5000
In the newest college-men's style

25 MEN'S OVERCOATS
Made to sell at
$25

25 MEN'S FALL TOPCOATS
Made to sell at
$25

Girls Show Strong
Play In Interclass Hockey Contest
Playing their first game of the year, the freshman defeated the answers to field hockey tournament Monday. In spite of the fact that many of the members of the first year team had never stood a hockey stick in their hands, the game was interesting to watch. The better outfit had little practice and the game was won by several men.

Katherine Wilson, 19, playing at right halfback position, acted as the school handicapped in the absence of any support. Muriel Whitcomb, 19, showed up well in the position of goal-keeper, and Marme Smith, 19, played a brilliant game at center.

Goldsmith's Toggery Shop
10 Mile St.
"Good Habits for Women"

SOLD:CIGARETTES
OLD GOLD CIGARETTES

PAGE & SHAW - CHOCOLATES - LOVELL & COVELL

W. A. Mosher Co.
Get our prices on shellac and wax. We hate electric waxer
Ball-room wax 50c per pound can

OLD GOLD brought about a great change in smoking. It is the key to what is called freedom of enjoyment ... without any forbidden limits.

The man who used to say "I can't smoke until after the basketball game" now finds he can "light up" whenever he pleases.

"natural"... not by "artificial treatment."

VIOLET RAYS OF SUNSHINE
not "artificial treatment"—make OLD GOLD ... a better and a smoother cigarette

"BLEND'S"
Dress in Harmony!
Our Personal Blend Service works out special Hibaldists groups to your own ideas.
Price—15c to 75c

OLYMPIC ELECTRIC TOBACCO SMOOTHER
Extra-Prime Leaf Made Irritation-Free By Violet Ray Of Sunshine... Not By "Artificial Treatment."

LIZARDS

J. H. Underwood Speaks
Before Aggie Club
J. H. Underwood of Kent Hill was the main speaker at a meeting of the E. M. Agricultural Club Wednesday, Oct. 16. He was introduced by Mr. Upham, instructor in Speech Culture.

TecnoLOGY NEWS
In the latest developments in motion picture production, "The Last Of Mrs. Chuey" by Rupert Hughes was supported by a well chosen cast. The picture has full sound effects and musical numbers written by Rupert Hughes which appear to be the best in the show. The music alone is worth the price of admission.

"THE LAST OF MRS. CHUEY"

L. W. A.
M. A. STEELE, National Organizer.

FREESSE'S MENS SHOPS

The Ideal Student Attire
The Underwood Portable Typewriter
Dillingham's
Bangor, Maine
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OLD GOLD CIGARETTES
EVERY BANKING SERVICE

At any office of this Bank you will find complete facilities for handling your
Check Accounts, Savings Accounts, Safe Deposit, Investments, Trusts.

An "All Maine" Bank for all Maine
MERRILL TRUST COMPANY

BANGOR, MAINE

Resources Over $19,000,000.00

Typewriters and Supplies

Dakin Sporting Goods Co.

21 Central St., Orono

Since 1912. MARCH

John Rich's Jackets

Large Variety of Light and Heavy Sweaters at moderate prices

R. K. Harcourt

MOSHER'S HARDWARE CO.

Orono Maine

20 MULE TEAM

DORCHESTER PRINTING COMPANY

Producers of Fine Printing

BANGOR, MAINE

"Give the pledge a break!"

Springs are supplying extra

valve seats which can be

installed in your engine

in a few minutes for a

smooth finish for decades.

Easily applied. No wear,

no polishing. Just sprinkle

on new. Precaution: This

is not a car-cleaning item.

On sale at

University Pharmacy

Orovo

"3193 Barriers Win

Over Harbor and Brewster Schoolboys"

The freshman Cross Country team

won from Wesley High a

margin of 41-15 by beating the

first three places for Maine. The

game was run between the offices of

the freshman football game and the

time was 10:30. The Maine team showed

in the form and merit to prove good

material for the varsity team next

year.
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